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Abstract: IoT products are believed to be a new type of things that combine both material and immaterial resources. Their unique attributes can result in user experiences strongly differing from traditional products, imposing new design challenges. This
study aims to 1) test whether existing UX frameworks are applicable to IoT products
in design practices, 2) identify essential elements in experience design for IoT products, and 3) explore new associated experience design opportunities. We conducted
a workshop including 25 design-engineering students testing two UX frameworks.
The participants designed new experiences for a representative IoT product (i.e.,
smartwatch) in the workshop and presented the experience scenarios by roleplaying, revealing existing frameworks’ insufficiencies and highlighting how interactions in an IoT network influenced experiences. The study critically discusses whether
pleasurable elements should be prioritised in IoT products’ experience design and
how the agency of IoT products can be a tool for designers to shape experiences.
Keywords: IoT; experience design; participatory workshop; interactions

1. Introduction
The development of ubiquitous computing (Kuniavsky, 2010) and pervasive computing
(Satyanarayanan, 2001) has been accompanied by the creation of the Internet of Things (IoT)
(International Telecommunications Union, 2016). The IoT system connects different devices
and embedded digital sensors in people’s homes, forming a complex networked environment that connects people with the things around them (Giaccardi, 2020). The idea of things
in a connected system with more advanced functions and ‘higher levels of agency’ was described by Bruce Sterling (2005) in his design fiction. Sterling proposed six developing statuses that he ascribed to future things: artefacts, machines, products, gizmos, spimes and biots.
He defined spimes as ‘manufactured objects whose informational support is so overwhelmingly extensive and rich that they are regarded as material instantiations of an immaterial
system’ (2005, p. 11), and biots as ‘the logical intermeshing, the blurring of the boundary’
(2005, p. 134) between human beings and spimes. Arguably, some existing IoT products are
close to Sterling’s notion of spimes and have the potential to evolve into biots. For example,
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smart home appliances are interconnected in a complex network and exchange large
amounts of data, forming a smart system that can influence the environment. Furthermore,
Redström and Wiltse (2019) named a new type of thing – one that is unfolding, assembled
and dynamic, forming what they called ‘fluid assemblages’. The term ‘assemblages’ refers to
the diverse range of material and immaterial resources of which the things are comprised –
both those contained within each thing as it appears in front of us and those located elsewhere in the network. The term ‘Fluid’ denotes that these things’ precise forms are assembled dynamically and thus change continuously. These insights (Sterling, 2005; Redström &
Wiltse, 2019) from design researchers all view IoT products as a new type of networked
thing that combines material and immaterial resources with enhanced features compared to
traditional physical products and offer a higher level of agency. Therefore, from these insights, designers are confronted with new challenges when they design these networked
things.
Over the years designers have shifted their focus from a tool-oriented approach to an experience-oriented approach (Hassenzahl, 2010). Many design- and HCI-researchers strived to
investigate designing products for positive psychology, pleasurable experiences and human
flourishing (Desmet & Hassenzahl, 2012; Desmet & Pohlmeyer, 2013). Hassenzahl (2010)
pointed out designers can be inspired by existing models and theories in experience design.
Accumulated UX frameworks (Jordan, 2003; Norman, 2005; Desmet & Hekkert, 2007; Hassenzahl, 2010) have been developed to help designers to design positive experiences. These
frameworks did not consider the unique features of IoT products when they are developed.
However, Sterling argued that when objects transform to spimes, people are no longer users
but transfer into ‘wranglers’ who can negotiate their stake holding with networked objects
(Sterling, 2005). Then the follow-up question arises whether the existing frameworks are
applicable to IoT products in case their relationship with humans have been changed?
Moreover, pleasure is an important element in existing product experiences research (Jordan, 2003; Desmet, 2012; Desmet & Hassenzahl, 2012) as psychological studies have proven
that human-beings have a long history pursuing pleasures and avoiding pains (Hektner et al.,
2007). Desmet and Hassenzahl in their study (2012)pointed out that the design of products
are direct sources of pleasure by creating or mediating pleasurable experiences for human
beings. The UX frameworks are completely developed from a human-centered perspective
but there are critiques that the human-center approach is not sufficient when designers
cope with digital products (Dunne, 2006).
In a future world of people wrangling with IoT products the question will arise if pleasurable
elements still will have top priority in experience design, and if the way designers designing
experiences will dramatically change. Therefore, existing experience design theories and UX
framework need to be re-evaluated for IoT scenarios.
The aim of this study is to 1) test whether existing UX frameworks are applicable to IoT
products in design practices, 2) identify essential elements in experience design for IoT
products, and 3) explore new associated experience design opportunities. For this purpose,
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we conducted a workshop with design engineering master’s students to test wellestablished UX frameworks. This paper offers an evaluation of two existing UX frameworks,
reveals the key factors and informs effective methods in designing the experience of IoT
products.

2. IoT products enabled new design methods
Frohlich et al.’s (2017) work revealed that new design methods were needed when traditional media became digital. Bogost’s flat ontology (2012) is an extension of object-oriented
ontology (Harman, 2002). The theory gave designers a radical perspective to consider
emerging networked things – placing objects and human beings at equal status. Latour
(2005), in his actor-network theory, argued that both human and object actors should be
included when investigating a social network. Being influenced by these two theories for
many years, designers have noticed that IoT products can generate new interactions and
perspectives. They have developed a new method using agency as the mediator to design
the interactions between humans and IoT products. Pschetz et al. (2017) developed an IoT
coffee machine as a voting tool to explore user perceptions of data transactions in the IoT.
While Marenko and van Allen (2016) proposed an animistic design that created a series of
animated IoT artefacts to mediate the interactions between humans and things. Rebaudengo et al. (2019) designed IoT toasters that competed with other toasters in the network
of users and attracted their host to use them. When things have a higher level of agency,
they can interact with people in ways that they have not experienced before. People who
interact with them can be attracted and elicit affects like curiosity and empathy. When designers utilise this feature of networked things, they can deliver experiences that are completely different from traditional things.
Another method designers developed is co-designing with IoT products that use networked
things to understand user behaviours and bring new perspectives. Giaccardi et al. (2016)
found that deploying IoT artefacts as observers can provide a ‘thing-perspective’ to help understand usage patterns and an ecosystem composed by networked things. Kuijer and Giaccardi’s (2018) work reflect a novel perspective that artificial agency can play an important
role in designing everyday products, and designers in the future need to co-design with
things because they understand themselves better than humans. Tallyn et al. (2018) developed an IoT chatbot, ‘Ethnobot’, to collect ethnographic data to study human experience,
revealing thing ethnographers could be complementary to human ethnographers. In these
studies, the data captured by networked things informed insights that human researchers
may not have noticed and helped them to understand complex human behaviours that are
not revealed in direct observations. IoT products do not only need new methods for designing them, but they can also provide people new perspectives and insights by capturing, processing and exchanging data and enabling new methods for designers to design them.
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3. Testing existing UX frameworks
Design researchers have developed several frameworks helping to design pleasurable product experience. Jordan (2003) introduced a framework of three levels of consumer needs to
indicate how to design pleasurable products. Norman (2005) proposed a framework for
‘positive emotional design’ with three corresponding levels of design: visceral, behavioural
and reflective based on human brain processing. Desmet and Hekkert (2007) created a general framework for product experience that applies to all affective responses across three
levels: aesthetic experience, the experience of meaning and emotional experience. Hassenzahl (2010) proposed a holistic goal-directed system with a hierarchy, which included three
levels; ‘motor-goals’, ‘do-goals’ and ‘be-goals’ (from low to high level). However, these
frameworks were developed before the proliferation of IoT products and addressed desirable experiences for users. In this case, whether these frameworks are applicable to IoT
products need to be validated. Table 1 shows a comparison of four frameworks from the
perspectives of three types of interactions in an IoT network: interactions between things
and humans, interactions between things and interactions between humans (International
Telecommunication Union, 2005). From the comparison, all frameworks have not yet considered the interactions between things which exposed a potential issue for designing experiences of IoT products with existing frameworks. Without considering interactions between
things, designers might ignore a key factor of IoT products, the agency of things in their creating processes. As a result, in this case study, we conducted a workshop to explore what
issues are raised when applying the existing frameworks to IoT products and how designers
can eliminate these issues and refine these frameworks.
Table 1. Comparison of four existing UX frameworks
Interactions
between Humans and
Things

Interactions
between Humans

Interactions between
Things

Hierarchy of Consumer Needs
and Four Types of Product
Pleasure (Jordan, 2003)

√

√

х

Three Levels of Emotional Design (Norman, 2004)

√

х

х

Framework for Product Experience (Desmet & Hekkert, 2007)

√

х

х

A Hierarchy of Goals in User
Experience (Hassenzahl, 2010)

√

х

х

Framework
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In our workshop, we introduced the framework by Jordan (2003) (a hierarchy of consumer
needs) and the framework by Hassenzahl (2010) (a hierarchy of goals in user experience) to
participants as theoretical guidelines. We introduced these two frameworks because Jordan
emphasised consumer needs, and Hassenzahl addressed users’ motives, and we aimed to
investigate whether the design thinking of these frameworks is applicable to the corresponding human-object relationship in the IoT scenario (i.e., spimes and wranglers) and whether
satisfying users’ pleasures should be the priority in designing experiences for IoT products.
Jordan’s hierarchy classified the three levels of consumer needs (from low to high) as functionality, usability and pleasure (Figure 1). Borrowing from the rules of Maslow’s Hierarchy
of Needs (1943), in Jordan’s model, ‘lower-level needs’ must be met before the fulfilment of
‘higher-level needs’ can be accomplished. In this framework, ‘functionality’ indicates that a
product must work, be safe and be economical; ‘usability’ represents the extent to which a
product is easy to use; and ‘pleasure’ refers to the user’s belief that the corresponding product must be life-enhancing as they associate the product with emotional, hedonic and practical benefits. Jordan’s approach borrows four types of pleasure that might be relevant in
the context of products – physical, social, psychological and ideological – from the framework in Lionel Tiger’s The Pursuit of Pleasure (2000). In Hassenzahl’s (2010) framework (Figure 2), experience is a holistic goal-directed system with a hierarchy. Motor goals are what
interaction designers are traditionally concerned with; the sub-goals below the do-goal. Motor-goals answer the question of how users use a product to finish a task. The do-goals are
about what specific tasks users can complete when they interact with a product. A do-goal
could be achieved in different ways, it is not limited by technology. As the most complicated
of three levels, be-goal answers why users would interact with products.

Figure 1. Hierarchy of consumer needs adapted from Jordan’s framework (2003)
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Figure 2. Hassenzahl’s hierarchy of goals and top-ten phycological needs in user experience (2010)

4. Conducting the workshop
4.1 Process of the workshop
After acquiring the ethics approval from the Royal College of Art ethics committee, we conducted the workshop with master’s students enrolled in the Innovation Design Engineering
programme at the Royal College of Art. The postgraduate students in this programme have a
diverse set of high-standard educational and professional backgrounds, have worked on
physical computing design projects in their courses and have knowledge of emerging technologies. The workshop was conducted online through Zoom (2022) and Miro (2022) due to
the COVID-19 pandemic. All the students were in distance learning mode. Twenty-five students participated in the two-hour workshop. The workshop included two activities.
Our methodology was inspired by 1) the participatory design method (Spinuzzi, 2005) which
enables participants to contribute their insights through design practices and 2) the cultural
probe method (Gaver et al., 1999) which provides participants with probing tools to finish
their tasks. Before starting the workshop, a lecture on IoT and UX models was presented to
the students. The students were introduced to theories of IoT and two UX frameworks: Jordan's (2003) hierarchy of consumer needs and Hassenzahl’s (2010) three-level hierarchy of
goals for designing experiences. The two UX framework worked as probing tools during the
workshop to test their effectiveness in an IoT experience design context.
In activity 1, the students were asked to design a new experience for a typical IoT product,
smartwatches, choosing an introduced framework as a guide. We selected smartwatches
because the smartwatch is a product that, in recent years, has evolved into a networked
thing, i.e., from a non-IoT to an IoT product (Swan, 2012), and our previous work (Lin et al.,
2021) has identified significant differences between the UX of a smartwatch and that of the
wristwatch. The workshop participants had to choose from one of the frameworks introduced in the lecture. The aim of activity 1 was to test the existing frameworks in the applications of designing experiences for IoT. We separated participants into five groups and assigned a virtual whiteboard to each group that was pre-set on Miro. The virtual whiteboards
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on Miro allow participants to add stickers, write their notes, paste images and sketch their
ideas. The participants analysed the IoT product (smartwatch) and the framework they
chose, noted their brainstormed ideas by stickers and doodles and visually presented their
final idea by sketches and images on the whiteboard.
In activity 2, the students were asked to present how users perceive the experiences they
designed by role-playing. They stayed in their previous groups and had 15 minutes to discuss
and create their narratives. After that, participants had to perform how someone uses a
smartwatch to gain the experience they designed in front of their camera on Zoom. In roleplaying, designers took on the roles of the user and the IoT product, assuming the experience that users gain in the actual scenario of use. In Chang et al.’s (2017) previous work, it
has been shown that designers can reimagine users’ relationship with things when they act
from the thing’s perspective. The aim of activity 2 was to present the experiences they designed and evaluate if they were successful.

4.2 Results of the workshop
Students in group 1 applied Jordan’s (2003) hierarchy of consumer needs as the guideline,
and they designed a function for smartwatches that allows users to meet their friends in the
local area (Figure 3). When users want to spend time with a friend, they share their GPS location and track their friend’s location. The smartwatches calculate the distance between
them and alert the user if their friend is nearby. If the user wants to meet with the friend,
the smartwatch helps navigate. During the role-play (Figure 4), group 1 presented a scenario
in which a smartwatch user reading in Hyde Park after submitting his coursework used his
smartwatch to identify his friend who was also sitting in the same park. The smartwatch user
sent an invitation to his friend, and his friend accepted it. They went for lunch together.

Figure 3 Group 1’s experience concept
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Figure 4. Group 1's role-playing

Group 2 used Hassenzahl’s (2010) three-level hierarchy of goals for designing experiences to
help the smartwatch users balance their nutrition intakes and manage their diets (Figure 5).
They designed a new function for smartwatches that used the gyroscope to detect the
movement of a user’s arm when they ate and used a voice sensor to detect the type of food
users were eating according to the sounds their throat and mouth made. With machine
learning, the app calculates users’ intakes based on data collected by the smartwatch and
gives users suggestions by talking to them as a virtual assistant. During role-play (Figure 6),
they presented a scenario of a smartwatch user eating a croissant and his smartwatch detecting that he was taking in too much sugar. The virtual assistant notified the user and suggested that he eat a banana after his meal. The user followed his smartwatch’s instructions
to modify his diet, and the virtual assistant provided praise.
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Figure 5. Group 2’s experience concept

Figure 6. Group 2’s role playing

Group 3 applied Hassenzahl’s (2010) three-level hierarchy of goals for designing experiences
and incorporated a new cortisol sensor in the Apple Watch to examine how different moments can be converted into memories within the smartwatch (Figure 7). The sensor detects
the level of cortisol in the human body, and the smartwatch speculates their mood. The
smartwatch can help users record an exciting spot where they went for a hike or a walk,
making it convenient to visit again. During role-play (Figure 8), they presented a smartwatch
user going for a hike in good weather, with the heart sensor, the GPS sensor and the cortisol
sensor on his smartwatch being active throughout the journey. The smartwatch detected
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that he was excited when witnessing a beautiful sight and helped him add the memorable
moment to the map. When he fell down a steep hill, the smartwatch deduced he was in
danger from his heart rate and cortisol levels spike and activated an emergency call to save
the user.

Figure 7. Group 3’s experience concept

Figure 8. Group 3’s Role playing

Group 4 also applied Hassenzahl’s (2010) three-level hierarchy of goals for designing experiences to enhance the exercise experience (Figure 9). Two of the group 4 members had used
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the Apple Watch for a long time and noticed that it no longer affected them. They also had
difficulties cancelling or pausing their exercises. They redesigned the exercise function on
the smartwatch, incorporating calendars to see when users have breaks. The smartwatch
reminds users to exercise during their break time and recommends suitable exercise routines for them. During role-play (Figure 10), they demonstrated a scenario of a smartwatch
reminding the user to exercise by attracting the user’s attention with a voice assistant and
recommending a routine. The user accepted the recommendation and performed exercises
following the instructions. The voice assistant showed the user her heart rate and her exercises’ effectiveness and helped her to set up a reminder for the next exercise on her calendar.

Figure 9. Group 4’s experience concept

Group 5 used Jordan’s (2003) framework and came up with the idea that smartwatches
could be used in extreme scenarios like climbing and expeditions (Figure 11). They found
that Bluetooth, radio, WIFI, GPS or a combination of them, could be used to locate the user,
especially in situations with low visibility. The smartwatch provides users with a mini-map to
prevent them from falling behind and getting lost. Also, they designed a function for people
who are in life-threatening situations in extreme environments. They can leave a letter for
their family, and the smartwatch will display a photo of them, which might bring a little bit
of joy in a difficult situation. During role-play (Figure 12), they presented a scenario of two
explorers, Amy and Hank, encountering a heavy blizzard. Hank got lost and was in danger.
Amy received the information on her smartwatch, and she found Hank by relying on the
Morse code his smartwatch sent to hers.
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Figure 10.

Group 4’s role-playing

Figure 11.

Group 5’s experience concept
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Figure 12. Group 5’s role-playing

In the processes of designing experiences for smartwatches, the five groups used similar
methods. They all started with an analysis of the framework they chose, the sensors embedded in a smartwatch, and used brainstorming to list the factors that might be influenced by
the smartwatches in their chosen scenarios. The concepts they generated also had some
similarities: the functions they designed were all data-driven, and they all utilised a voice
assistant to allow users to interact with their smartwatches by talking to them. A comparison
of concepts from the three types of interactions and the pleasurable elements are compared
in Table 2. Only the concepts from group 1 and group 5 considered the interactions between
things and the interactions between humans but mediated by things. The other three concepts only considered the interactions between humans and things, but these concepts all
presented how the agency of IoT products influenced experiences. However, designs with
two frameworks reflected the role of pleasurable elements in experiences of IoT products.
Not all the concepts developed in the workshop demonstrate the pleasurable elements. Only group 1’s idea prioritised pleasurable experiences while groups 2, 3 and 4 were not developed for providing people pleasures.
Table 2. Comparison of the concepts of six groups
Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Applied UX
framework

Jordan's
(2003)

Hassenzahl’s
(2010)

Hassenzahl’s
(2010)

Hassenzahl’s
(2010)

Jordan's
(2003)

Design concept

A social
app

A health
monitoring app

A travelling app

A fitness
app

A navigation app
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Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

Group 5

Interactions
between humans and things

√

√

√

√

√

Interactions
between humans

√

х

х

х

√

Interactions
between things

√

х

х

х

√

Priority of
pleasurable
experience

High

Low

Medium

Low

Low

5. Reflections
The workshop results showed that the existing frameworks did not successfully guide designers to design pleasurable experiences. Groups 2 and 4 developed features for IoT products that help people keep a healthy lifestyle that requires users to eat less and exercise
regularly, which requires users to eat less and exercise regularly which might be challenging
for many people. This seems to be conflicted with these experience design theories that
prioritise pleasure (Jordan, 2003; Desmet, 2012; Desmet & Hassenzahl, 2012) introduced in
Introduction section. However, Desmet & Pohlmeyer (2013) argued that in positive experiences, users sometimes need to scarify temporary pleasures to achieve long-term goals that
benefit their subjective well-being. Psychological scholars also debated whether hedonic or
eudaimonic well-being brings people true happiness (Ryan & Deci, 2001). Currently, a large
number of wearable IoT products (e.g., Apple Watch, Fitbit and Samsung Watch) advertise
health features as their selling points. These products all focus on helping user lead a healthy
lifestyle rather than providing them momentary pleasures. It is worth for designers to consider if user’s pleasure should be the focus of their experience design. Confronted with the
emergence of IoT products, designers need to reimagine the meaning and the priority of
product experiences. Group 3’s concept helped people to save memorable moments in a
digital form with their smartwatches which can be classified as ‘psycho-pleasure’ in Jordan’s
framework. Group 5’s idea helped people in an extreme environment to call for help by
sending signals from their smartwatches. These two ideas demonstrated the high relevance
of immaterial components of ‘spimes’ (Sterling, 2005) or ‘fluid assemblages’ (Redström &
Wiltse, 2019) in designing experience. Sterling (Sterling, 2005) argued that ‘spimes’ begin
and end as data. Redström and Wiltse (2019) also emphasized immaterial resources of ‘fluid
assemblages’ in one of five attributes ‘tuning formations’ which pointed out that the data in
an IoT systems is highly customisable.
The concept from group 5 (extreme scenarios) also reflected that it is important for designers to consider the application scenarios of IoT products when they design experiences. Jordan’s (2003) three levels of consumer needs (functionality, usability and pleasure) and Has-
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senzahl’s (2010) three levels of goals (motor-goals, do-goals and be-goals) did not provide
any recommendations to guide designers to think about the application scenario. Another
insufficiency identified in Jordan’s framework is that it failed to guide the designers to reflect
on the characteristics of a specific IoT product when applying the framework. For example,
Group 1 designed a concept for smartwatches which can also be achieved on smartphones.
As Giaccardi et al.'s work (2016) revealed that each networked thing holds its position in the
ecosystems they formed, designers should present the characteristic of each thing in experiences they are designing. In sum, a framework for designing experiences for IoT products, it
should guide designers to consider 1) whether pleasurable experiences should be given priority, 2) how immaterial resources (i.e., algorithms, software and data) can help to shape
experiences, 3) the specific application scenarios of IoT products, and 4) the characteristics
including the relationship of each thing in the network.

Figure 13. The relationship between agency, interactions and experience in an IoT system

Four groups (group 1, 2, 3 and 4) utilised a voice assistant in their concepts, while two simulated a smartwatch talking like a person. This animistic design method has been developed
by previous design research (Marenko & van Allen, 2016). The human-like behaviours of IoT
products helped users have a pleasurable experience by imitating a person-to-person interaction. Group 1 used smartwatches to connect people in the same area. In this concept, IoT
products (i.e., smartwatches) interact with each other first (share and exchange data), and
then humans’ interactions are mediated by the connected IoT products. This outcome reveals that agency of IoT cannot be only used to mediate interactions but also the experiences and also reflects the relationship between spimes and wranglers in Sterling’s arguments
(2005). Figure 13 depicts the relationship between agency, interactions and experience identified through our workshop. The agency of the products mediates the interactions in an IoT
network and these interactions influence the experiences of IoT products. Dunne (2006)
criticized that the human factor approach is not sufficient for designing digital products as it
is widely ignoring the effect of objects’ power. Previous works have proven things can provide designers with new insights and perspectives (Giaccardi et al., 2016; Tallyn et al., 2018)
and co-design with designers (Kuijer & Giaccardi, 2018; Giaccardi, 2020).
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To move a step further, we can speculate that things in an IoT network will be able to evaluate human experiences and assist designers to design experiences of IoT products. Future
research still needs to explore how designers can mediate the experience effectively by
products’ agency through practical methods. Agency of networked things is a powerful tool
for designers and has great potential in shaping experience, but designers need to figure out
how to utilise it effectively.
Our case study tested existing UX frameworks through designing experiences for an IoT
product (i.e., smartwatch) in a workshop with 25 design engineering students. The implications of this study are:
1. The existing UX framework are not applicable to IoT products and new frameworks
need to be developed.
2. The existing UX frameworks do not take into account four essential elements that designers should consider when designing experiences for IoT products: 1) whether
pleasurable experiences should be given priority, 2) how immaterial resources (i.e.,
algorithms, software and data) can help to shape UX, 3) the application scenarios of
IoT products, and 4) the characteristics including the relationship of each thing in the
network (Figure 13).
3. Agency of IoT products can mediate their experience. In the future, designers might
co-design experience with things. Designers need to develop new methods through
practice to shape experiences of IoT products by mediating their agency.
This research has several limitations. First, smartwatches were chosen as a concrete and
representative IoT product to design experiences for the workshop. However, they provide
only a small subset of IoT products’ features. Second, the participants are master’s students
and some of them might not have working experience. Their ideas might not reflect the
opinion of the industry.
The future plan of this study will focus on developing a new framework that includes the
elements that designers need to consider when they design experiences for IoT products.
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